What is Skustack?
SellerCloud understands how important it is to have an intuitive and effective
WMS that can handle all warehouse related tasks.
Our team has spent thousands of hours analyzing use cases and scenarios that
need to be taken into consideration to deliver a solution that is truly a cut above
the rest. Skustack is deceptively simple and offers scalability and performance
that can meet the needs of the largest and smallest warehouses alike.

Skustack’s key features:
• Warehouse transfers

• Receiving purchase orders

• Bin transfers

• Kit assemblies

• Custom picklists

• Serial number tracking

• Picking FBA inbound shipments

• Update inventory

• Receiving RMAs

• Lookup products and print labels

• Cycle Counting

• Add product warehouse images

• Tracking inventory expiration dates

• One way inventory transfers

What does it cost?
The full Skustack solution costs $250 per month and can address the needs of the
most demanding warehouse scenarios. Using it requires a SellerCloud subcription.
While we only guarantee compatibility with hardware provided by us, you can try
Skustack with your current hardware before making any further investment.

SKUSTACK Basic is designed to meet the needs of smaller
warehouses who do not use bins to organize their stock or
larger warehouses with very few SKUs. While it is effective
for performing inventory counts and adjustments
it cannot be used to do things like picking
items for orders or receiving POs.

FREE with SellerCloud subscription.

Skustack Basic’s key features
• Make inventory adjustments

• Add product warehouse images

• Lookup products and print labels

• One way inventory transfers

What does it cost?
At only $20 per month SKUSTACK Basic is an affordable and easy way to improve both
efficiency and productivity in your warehouse. The lite feature set is broad enough to
meet the needs of small to midsize warehouses or even larger warehouses with simple
configurations.

866.758.7822 | sales@skustack.com

www.skustack.com

